
Artificial Turf for Football according:

FIFA* FIFA** EN15330-1 NFP90112 ÖISS DIN 18035-7

The general sales and purchase conditions of Technoah BV apply to all transactions



Football 

- Two tone Polyethylene Monofilament Yarn 
- Super-soft Polymer to limit likelihood of abrasions 
- Little Splitting of the yarn up to 20.000 cycles 
- Triangular-shaped yarn assists in maintaining overall resilience 
- Dense yarn construction for increased coverage & a green looking pitch 
- Excellent price vs quality ratio 

- Two tone polyethylene monofilament yarn 
- Approx. 300 μ, extra wide profile with spine reinforcement down the middle 
- Dedicated polymer with unparalleled abrasion resistance for a product in this product segment 
- Largely reduced splitting of the yarn up to 20.000 Lisport cycles 
- Ingenious cross section for remarkable resilience of the yarn up to 20.000 Lisport cycles 
- Approx. 300 μ extra wide yarn with spinal column for extended ball roll control 
- Special polymer for unrivaled soft touch combined with hard wearing 
- Two tone extra wide yarn for increased coverage (green-looking pitch) 
- Sharply priced monofilament product with high coverage index 
- Playing characteristics remain longer in place when installed onto a shock pad 
- Pile heights between 40-65mm to suit different concepts 
- PU backing with ecological benefits available offering superior tuft lock and improved turf durability, even in wet 
conditions

The general sales and purchase conditions of Technoah BV apply to all transactions

Type UNO / SAND / RUBBER
Composition 100% Polyethylene Monofilament Yarn

Available in 40, 50 or 60 mm pile height 
Latex Coating 
2-tone Green

Certified according FIFA*, EN 15330-1, NFP90112

Type MAXIMUM / SAND RUBBER
Composition 100% Polyethylene, UV resistant quality Monofilament 

Yarn

Available in 40 & 65 mm pile height 
Polyurethane or Latex Coating 
2-tone Green, sports green and Olive Green

Certified according FIFA* FIFA** EN15330-1 NFP90112 ITB Nordic ÖISS 
DIN 18035-



Football 

- Two tone Polyethylene Monofilament Yarn 
- Super-soft Polymer to limit likelihood of abrasions 
- Little Splitting of the yarn up to 20.000 cycles 
- Triangular-shaped yarn assists in maintaining overall resilience 
- Dense yarn construction for increased coverage & a green looking pitch 
- Excellent price vs quality ratio 

- The next generation in football quality built upon the excellent and unrivaled
- The success is based on its uniquely engineered polymer & revolutionary yarn shape. Brings yarn and tuft design 
together to offer long term features ... the easy way. The strength of the 2-tone yarn combined with the dense sward 
slows compaction and allows the yarn to stay upright, maintaining excellent playing characteristics.
- Makes installation easier, quicker and more economical. No infill means less maintenance. Lower maintenance costs 
means money for other investments. No rubber infill means it’s more ecological and it feels more natural. It’s as close as 
you can get in terms of a natural feel and look !
- The playing conditions remain consistent; teams can play all year round irrespective of weather conditions.
- The turf comes with an ecological polyurethane backing for a superior tuft lock and improved turf durability, even in wet 
conditions. A fibreglass primary backing ensures perfect dimensional stability.

The general sales and purchase conditions of Technoah BV apply to all transactions

Type MAXIMUM Si / SAND RUBBER
Composition 100% Polyethylene Monofilament Yarn

Available in 40, 45, 50 & 60 mm pile height 
Polyurethane or Latex Coating 
2-tone Green

Certified according FIFA* FIFA** EN15330-1 NFP90112 ÖISS DIN 18035-7

Type MAXIMUM Si NON INFILL 
Composition 100% Polyethylene, UV resistant quality Monofilament 

Yarn

Available in 32 mm pile height 
Polyurethane Coating 
2-tone Green

Certified according FIFA* FIFA** EN15330-1 NFP90112 ITB Nordic ÖISS 
DIN 18035-


